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Michael Jackson Thriller Official Limited Edition
Bust (Italy)

 

                   

Project Michael Jacksonâ„¢

Infinite Statue Infinite Statue is proud to present the "Michael Jackson" project, an initiative that will project
fans and admirers of this great artist into a new dimension through a real and impassioned tribute to the "King
of Pop". No other in the world of music, dance, entertainment and public image was, and perhaps will ever
be, like Michael Jackson, who had become the biggest star of all times. His persona became a legend
leaving an indelible mark on the world of imagination for over thirty years always revolutionising music,
dance, videos, clothing, style, image, promotion and live performances as well as shattering all sales records,
something which was not matched by any other artist. He was an epochal and worldwide phenomena
knocking down racial, geographic and cultural barriers much like a global earthquake. Michael Jackson is
without a doubt one of the most important icons of the century.

A long journey starts today, with Infinite Statue, into the myth of Michael Jackson with state of the art objects
made and marked by the high quality of all of our products. They are Limited Editions (will no longer be
reproduced once sold out), hand-painted and individually numbered in order to defy time and become
collector's items of great value and distinguished by the certification and license of "Michael Jackson â„¢
Official Licensed Product" and as such selected and approved by the management company of the image of
the King of Pop

Every last detail has been carefully studied directly from original images and videos, backstage footage and
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photos of Michael Jackson. All of the minute details have been faithfully reproduced with the utmost care and
highest artistic level of sculptures that make this series an authentic collectors cult dedicated to fans of
Michael Jackson or just people who want a piece of pop music history.
Product information:

Product Name: "Michael Jackson's Thriller" Â 

Note: Limited Edition Bust: 1982 numbered copies

Size: 7,1" H - 4,3" W - 4,8" L inchÂ 

Weight: 900 grams

Material: PolystoneÂ 

Artist: Mauro GandiniÂ 

Coloration: Nathalie MichaudÂ 

Item Number: MJTH-43020

Vendor Information

Reviews: There are no reviews for this item. 
Please log in to write a review.
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